Welcome to Embedded Apps
Expanding access to the ecosystem, within athenaNet®
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Within athenaNet®, you can now view and interact with your own proprietary applications or thirdparty applications from the athenahealth Marketplace.



Leveraging athena’s SSO, Embedded Apps provides access to content within the athenaOne Clinical
workflow without having to open a separate browser tab. This makes it easier to make connections
and leverage third-party information that isn’t natively accessible in the EHR. 



Embedded Apps provides a great deal of flexibility. You can turn on apps for all users or just designated
users in your practice.



Apps can be embedded within the Clinicals workflow, so they are available at the point of care. You
can launch them from the Apps section of the patient chart and accessible from a patient encounter.











Watch a video
overview

https://athenanet.athenahealth.com/1/1/postings/
ReleaseNotes/21.11/Content/Resources/Multimedia/
Plat_ActivateAppsTabAppLauncher_A_ClinicalStaff_RNO2304.mp4

Requirements for use


Embedded Apps must meet two requirements to embed in athenaNet®. The app must:



1. authenticate via single sign-on using either of the following standards, for which athenaNet® acts as
the identity provider (IdP)
OpenID Connect (OIDC), including support for SMART App Launc
SAML 2.0

These authentication options enable athena to securely pass context via their associated token.



2. consume the context that we pass via the associated connection. This allows aps to automatically
open directly to the patient associated with the open chart.
Important: Because of potential patient safety issues during the encounter, apps must not be
able to navigate to an unrelated patient.
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Process for requesting to embed an app


Developers requesting to embed their app in athenaNet® for the first time will need to first register
their app to work with the SSO standard they will use to authenticate their app. Refer to the section
below on launch context to determine which SSO standard best fits your solution. See athenaNet
Single Sign-On (SSO) for instructions to register your app.


To activate an embedded app for your practice, refer to the athenahealth Marketplace to view the
apps currently available. Click Get Started Now on the app’s Marketplace page to request
activation.



Context passed via authentication


The data available to embedded apps via authentication from athenaNet® varies based on the SSO
standard used. For more information on these fields and instructions for setting up a new SAML or
OIDC connection for which athenaNet® is the identity provider, see athenaNet Single Sign-On
(SSO).



OIDC (includes SMART App Launch)


Refer to the list below for data that athenaNet® can pass to a solution as JSON objects via the token
response of OIDC authentication
patient: Patient record from which the app is launched. ID format varies based on the app’s
FHIR version – either DSTU2 or R4
MDP-DSTU2: The patient's enterprise I
ATHENAAPI-R4: Compound ID in the format of a-{practice ID}.E-{patient’s enterprise ID
encounter: String value with an encounter ID, indicating that the app was launched in the
context of a FHIR Encounter. ID format varies based on the app’s FHIR version – either DSTU2
or R4
MDP-DSTU2: The Encounter I
ATHENAAPI-R4: Compound ID in the format of a-{practice}.Encounter-{encounter_id
need_patient_banner: Boolean value indicating whether the app was launched in a UX
context where a patient banner is require
smart_style_url: String URL where the host’s style parameters can be retrieved (if the app
supports styling
ah_practice: Practice from which the app is launched related to this launch. ID format varies
based on the app’s FHIR version – either DSTU2 or R4
MDP-DSTU2: The practice I
ATHENAAPI-R4: Compound ID in the format of a-1.Practice-{practice_id
ah_department: Department ID of the app launch, for which ID format varies based on the
app’s FHIR version – either DSTU2 or R4:
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MDP-DSTU2: The department I
ATHENAAPI-R4: Compound ID in the format of a-{practice}.Department-{department_id
ah_brand: Patient-facing (i.e., patient portal) brand associated with the launch context. ID
format varies based on the app’s FHIR version – either DSTU2 or R4
MDP-DSTU2: The patient portal (or patient information center) brand I
ATHENAAPI-R4: Compound ID in the format of a-{practice}.Brand-{brand_id
ah_csg: Chart sharing group of the patient record for the app launch. ID format varies based on
the app’s FHIR version – either DSTU2 or R4
MDP-DSTU2: The chart sharing group i
ATHENAAPI-R4: Compound id in the format of a-{practice}.CSG-{csg_id}


Typical of a SMART App Launch, the above data is returned in the launch context of the token
response – i.e., alongside (and not within) the ID and access tokens usually included in an OIDC or
OAuth token response.



SAML 2.0


Refer to the list below for data that athenaNet® can pass to a solution in XML format via SAML
assertion
Subject: User’s athenaNet® usernam
Email: User’s email addres
fullName: User’s full nam
firstName: User’s first nam
lastName: User’s last nam
practiceid: Context ID related to this launc
departmentid: Department ID related to this launc
patientid: athena Enterprise ID related to this launc
extraidentifier:
Custom field in client tablespace (e.g., Custom Field Name: Wellness ID), which may include
external user IDs mapped via inbound SSO to athenaNet
Static Text: Static text value(s)
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Apps Tab iFrame characteristics, for embedding
apps within the patient chart


Embedded apps will open in an iFrame with the following Sandbox attributes allowed:
Value

Description

Allowed?

allow-forms

Allows form submission

Yes

allow-modals

Allows to open modal windows

Yes

allow-pointer-lock

Allows to use the Pointer Lock API

Yes

allow-popups

Allows popups

Yes

allow-popups-to-escape-sandbox

Allows popups to open new windows without inheriting
the sandboxing

Yes

allow-same-origin

Allows the iframe content to be treated as being from the
same origin

Yes

allow-scripts

Allows to run scripts

Yes

allow-orientation-lock

Allows to lock the screen orientation

No

allow-presentation

Allows to start a presentation session

No

allow-top-navigation

Allows the iframe content to navigate its top-level
browsing context

No

allow-top-navigation-by-useractivation

Allows the iframe content to navigate its top-level
browsing context, but only if initiated by user

No

Apps section iFrame
display size


Width  

Screen Resolution <= 1440px wide: 

Panel with open tabs: 100% - 465px

Full screen panel: 100% - 187px


Screen Resolution > 1440px

Panel with open tabs: 100% - 607px

Full screen panel: 100% - 187px


Height 

All screen resolutions: 100% - 180px
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Styling


In order to mimic the style of athenaNet® more closely, SMART apps can check for the existence of
the smart_style_url parameter and download the JSON file referenced by the following URL value:
https://athenanet.athenahealth.com/static/smart_on_fhir/smart_stylesheet_v1.json


The URL serves a “SMART Style” JSON object with the following properties:

"color_background": "#ffffff",

"color_error": "#FFAB00",

"color_highlight": "#0466B4",

"color_modal_backdrop": "rgba(0,0,0,0.6);",

"color_success": "#118647",

"color_text": "#333333",

"dim_border_radius": "3px",

"dim_font_size": "16px",

"dim_spacing_size": "19px",
 "font_family_body": "'Source Sans Pro', sans-serif;",

"font_family_heading": "'Source Sans Pro', sans-serif;"


Note: All embedded apps can utilize these styling properties, not just those using SMART App
Launch for authentication.
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